
Make More
Money in 2021
How These Entrepreneurs

Punched Their Goals

in the Face
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Okay, so not a literal ninja. But I am a Six Sigma
certified Black Belt with 15 years and thousands of
hours of professional process experience. I started
JJC to serve small businesses that are getting

started, growing like crazy or ready to take things
to the next level. 

Owner of JJC and a Process Ninja. 

Hi, I'm Danielle!
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These are the intersections where tight business processes are crucial.
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Comedy Productions
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Coaching
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Young + Co

SARAH

YOUNG

Lauren is CEO and a Comedian,

Emcee, Show Producer, and

Talent Representative,

specializing in virtual, corporate

and in-person events.

Lauren is CEO and a Business

Startup + Sales Coach who helps

people disrupt and expand their

business and life.

Sarah is CEO and a Virtual CFO +

CPA who serves businesses as a

financial visibility partner so they

can achieve their money goals.
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Connect with the Panel

Sarah Young

@youngcoaccounting

trustyoungco.com

Lauren Widrick

@laurenwidrick

laurenwidrick.com

Lauren Ansley

@laurenansleycomedy

laurenansleycomedy.com

https://www.trustyoungco.com/
https://www.laurenwidrick.com/
https://laurenansleycomedy.com/


FIGHT CLUB

Isn't clear how to manage the business
Doesn't see a way to scale and grow
Struggles to make goals to move forward

For the First Time CEO who...

You get individual COO services plus a member
group for targeted trainings.

THE PLAYERS CLUB

For the Pro CEO who...

Wants to change how they work because it's
costing money
Needs to hire a team of experts to grow
Needs more mature systems and processes
Needs a business strategy to hit million dollar
goals

You get private COO services plus a Pro CEO cohort.

Make More Money: 2021 COO Programs
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I've created two ultimate programs for small business owners who are ready

to kick it up a notch (or ten) in 2021. Whether you’re a first time CEO or had

your business for years, I have the program for you. 

FIGHT CLUB



Jefferson James Consulting

Instagram

Facebook

Resources
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Get in Touch!

Schedule a call or email me!

danielle@jeffersonjamesconsulting.com

https://jeffersonjamesconsulting.com/
https://www.instagram.com/danielle_jeffersonjames/
https://www.facebook.com/daniellejeffersonjames
https://linktr.ee/danielle_jeffersonjames
https://calendly.com/daniellejjc/jjc-connection-call

